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XDOGE is a deflationary MEME token and Perps 
exchange on Basechain, with a total supply of 
500,000,000,000,000,000 .

In the name of DOGE, pay homage to Musk. In the name 
of X, pay tribute to Twitter, and pay homage to Lay2's 
developers Arbitrum and Basechain through AirDrop.

XDOGE adopts a fair launch, team members will initial 
liquidity in Uniswap by 30% tokens and 5 ETH, and will 
destroy the private key, Team members hold 0 tokens , 
and if they want to own some, they can only buy from the 
market!

At the same time, XDOGE has created the first perps 
exchange on Basechain. The Dex fees will be used long-
term to buy back XDOGE and burn it to create deflation.

XDOGE's mission is make doge great again! and this is a 
fair social experiment, Let's become X warriors together!



Contract Address 
0x19A1f18937F0d4071F6B68374F81F3A086a67fbE

Total Supply                                Type
500,000,000,000,000,000             Erc20 on Base chain

Decimal                                        Audited by
6



Up to 150x Leverage
At X-DOGE, you can 
utilize leverage of up to 
150x to amplify your 
investments. Whether 
you're engaging in short-
term trading or long-term 
investing, leverage tools 
offer flexible support 
tailored to your strategy 
needs.

Community-Driven Ecosystem
X-DOGE is more than just a trading 
platform; it's a vibrant community. We 
encourage users to participate in 
community governance, share trading 
strategies, and connect with other 
traders. Our ecosystem is shaped by you!

Trustless, Fully Decentralized
Our platform is built on blockchain technology, and 
decentralization is at our core. Your funds are 
entirely safeguarded by the blockchain, eliminating 
the need to trust third-party intermediaries.

Seamless Experience
Our platform is designed 
to be simple and intuitive, 
catering to traders of all 
levels. Whether you're a 
novice or a professional, 
we have the tools and 
resources you need to 
engage with the market 
more effectively.



About fees and some details

Funding(Hour): Funding Fee hourly rate,charged per 
second on position size. Positive=Long pay,Short earn 
Negative=Short pay,Long earn

Principal: Principal is the total capital invested, including 
fees, when opening a position

Initial Margin: Initial Margin is the margin initially 
allocated to this position. Initial Margin = Principal - Open 
Fee

Entry Price: In order to protect the price from being 
manipulated,the Entry Price of the market order will use 
Mark Price+/- Spread to open the position. The Sell 
slippage for BTCUSD is 0.01%



Liq.Price: The position will be liquidated when the initial 
margin (after deducting the fee) reaches a loss of 90%
（Each pair will be slightly different, depends on liquidity）

Open Fee:  Open fee = 0.08%* your position size

Close Fee: Close fee = 0.08%* your position size

Net Profit: Net Profit is the profit and loss obtained after 
taking into account the trader's principal and trading fees. 
Net Profit = Realized PNL - Open Fee - Close Fee

Realized PNL: Realized PNL only calculates the profit and 
loss generated after the position is successfully opened. 
Long : Realized PNL = (Close Price - Entry Price) * Qty + 
Funding Fee Short : Realized PNL = (Entry Price - Close 
Price ) * Qty + Funding Fee

Realized ROI: Realized ROI = Realized PNL / Initial margin 
* 100%



Xdoge's Affiliate program is divided into two categories: 
LP Affiliate and Ambassador Affiliate. 

Affiliate

LP Affiliate provides liquidity to 
Xdoge's perpetual trading platform 
and earns a 45% commission on 
trading fees, as well as a share of the 
profitability from the liquidity pool.

The Ambassador Affiliate primarily 
focuses on inviting fans and friends 
to engage in perps trading,Earning a 
45% commission across six-tier 
levels on trading fees while get the 
XDOGE rewards from trading and 
mining activities.
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Becoming an LP Affiliate for XDOGE is very straightforward. 
You simply need to go to the XLP trading interface and 
purchase XLP(it is a liquidity providing lp token) to provide 
liquidity for perps, thereby becoming an LP Affiliate.

Becoming an LP on the XDOGE perps exchange provides 
liquidity to market trading and offers excellent ETH trading 
fee rewards. With every transaction users make, there's 
generated profit. The XDOGE perps Exchange boasts a 
fantastic business model.

The LPs on the XDOGE perps Exchange are building an LP 
fund pool, providing liquidity for perps trading. The well-
designed XDOGE perps Exchange ensures steady profits, 
resulting in long-term stable earnings.

The XDOGE perps Exchange employs a 48-hour LP exit 
mechanism, allowing LPs to seamlessly enter or exit. 
Additionally, the XDOGE exchange incorporates various 
security measures such as oracle pricing and position limits, 
ensuring the safety of LPs' interests.



Ambassador Affiliate earn commission by inviting 
friends to complete perps trading. Ambassador Affiliate 
will benefit from a six-tier commission structure. 

This means that not only can you earn commissions 
from direct referrals, but you can also benefit from 
commissions generated by other ambassadors you 
introduce, as well as those referred by them. 

M4

M3

M2

M1

6.66%

6.66%
You

M5

8.88%

11.11%

66%

45% fees of 
M5 are reward 
to M0-M4

Assuming the invitation relationship is 
M0 -> M1 -> M2 -> M3 -> M4 -> M5.
herefore, 45% of the fees generated by 
M5 will go to the inviter.

Within this portion of the fees, 66.66% 
will be allocated to M4, 11.11% to M3, 
8.88% to M2, 6.66% to M1, and 6.66% to 
M0.

This multi-tiered commission structure 
can significantly increase your 
potential earnings.

Ambassador 



At the beginning of XDOGE's inception, the 
community committed to upholding principles 
of fairness, transparency, and inclusivity. 
Everyone had an equal opportunity to 
participate and share in the success of this 
great community. Team members, like 
everyone else, started with 0 tokens and could 
only acquire them through the market 
following fair rules.

Fair Genesis 

The community injected 30% of the tokens and 
5 ETH into the UniSwap as initial liquidity. To 
safeguard the interests of all participants, this 
operation was planned to be executed in two 
phases, with the private keys eventually being 
completely destroyed, ensuring a fair and 
secure genesis.

Decentralized



XDOGE is a utility token. Apart from the 30% of tokens 
used for a fair launch, 20% of XDOGE tokens will be 
airdropped to ARB holders or addresses on the base 
chain with a balance of >0.01ETH. It's essential to note 
that the earlier you claim the rewards, the more you'll 
receive!

XDOGE transactions are tax-free, and it has its own 
created Perps Dex, 45% perps fees is allocated to reward 
liquidity providers-LP affiliate ,45% is allocated to reward 
ambassador affiliate, 10% is used to buy back XDOGE for 
burning.

XDOGE also implements an invitation reward mechanism, 
where you can invite eligible friends to claim the airdrop, 
and you'll receive additional rewards.

Detail Rule  https://docs.xdoge.art



#MDGA  Perps Trading Simulation Competition

#MDGA mean “Make doge great again!”, Join the XDOGE 
Perps Simulation Competition and experience the thrill of 
trading without actual risk! Sharpen your trading skills, 
predict market trends, and compete against fellow 
enthusiasts. 

Participate now for a chance to win exciting rewards 
while navigating the virtual trading landscape. Whether 
you're a seasoned trader or new to the game, this is your 
opportunity to shine. 

Don't miss out on the XDOGE Perps Simulation 
Competition – where virtual gains pave the way for real 
success!

Event Time:Coming soon!



Self-owned Perps DEX 
online (Testnet)

Fair Launch

CoinGecko/Coinmarketcap 
Listings

5,000+ Holders

Airdrop online

Get $XDOGE Trending on 
twitter with our memetic 
power

T1 Exchange Listings

100,000+ holders

Meme Takeover

Phase1

Phase1

Phase2
Community Partnerships

Farm online

Formation of token gated

discord group for holders

Phase3
XDOGE NFT

XDOGE Game

XDOGE Tools

Phase3

CEX Listings

30,000+holders

Self-owned Perps DEX 
online (Maintnet)

Dex Fee burn

Phase2



XDOGE is essentially a social experiment commencing 
with a clean slate, where every aspect originates from a 
point of absolute zero. 

Start from zero;
Return to zero;
Eradicate  zero;
From zero to zero;

This experiment is rooted in fairness. The Genesis team 
possesses zero tokens, aligning perfectly with our motto: 
"Eradicate zero or return to zero!"

https://xdoge.art/

https://twitter.com/xd
oge_base
https://t.me/xdoge_ba
se
https://www.youtube.c
om/@xdoge_base
https://discord.gg/xdo
ge

https://basescan.org

https://github.com/xd
oge-base
https://skynet.certik.c
om/projects/xdoge
https://docs.xdoge.art/

hi@xdoge.art



We will regularly update this white paper and promptly 
release the latest version. It's important to clarify that 
the information provided here neither fully nor partially 
represents the issues discussed in this document. 

Additionally, please be aware that the content regarding 
our products should not be construed as legal, 
financial, business, or fiscal advice. 

We strongly recommend seeking guidance from 
qualified legal, financial, fiscal, or other professionals. 
Users and potential buyers should independently 
assess all risk factors and carefully review the details 
presented in this 'White Paper.' 

It's important to note that XDOGE services are not 
accessible to residents or citizens of countries where 
such activities are prohibited by law. 

Always ensure compliance with local laws and 
regulations before making any product purchases.


